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CP Portage Virtual Assistant 

 

 

 

Introducing PORTAGE, our Intermodal Virtual Assistant.   
CP has continued to leverage the new CP FastPass platform. We have now built Portage, CP’s new Intermodal Virtual 

Assistant.  

Here are some of the primary benefits  

 Designed with a friendly and personalized conversation flow to empower drivers around the clock 

 This self-service adoption reduces driver dwell - times by reducing call wait times for all drivers.  

 By using Portage, drivers have an even greater ability to resolve their own exceptions, leading to even faster 

turn-around times at our terminals  

 It fulfils the desire to provide fast, accurate and bespoke response  
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Virtual Assistant 

 

How to start using CP Portage 

Please follow all yard safety rules while driving.  

(Safety rules for carriers can be found at this link https://www.cpr.ca/en/customer-resources/shipping-guides/intermodal-shipping-guide ) 

Always ensure your cell phone number and email address is correct to use CP Portage virtual assistant. 
When launching the application on a mobile phone and user is not signed in. 

The Virtual Assistant will only 2 options for assistance. 

FAQ – Provides a list of frequently asked questions and answers relating to FastPass driver registration, storage 

payments, terminal rules and regulations… 

Password reset - The Password reset function is for FastPass registered drivers who have an existing account at 

CP. Once the Password reset has been completed a text will be sent to you cell phone to complete the password 

reset. 

 

 

 

 

When launching the application on a mobile phone and user is signed in. 

The assistant displays four more options where it can assist. 

Buck Slip – Provides the ability to, Reprint recent dangerous buck slips (within 2 hours of out gate). Email 

historical buck slips. Email active in gate buck slips for drop off and pick up locations in the yard. 

Cancel Interchange – The virtual assistant will cancel any active interchanges in the yard for the driver signed 

into FastPass. 

No Billing – Provides the ability for the driver to send a copy of the Bill of Lading to a CP Representative who 

will provide billing if the billing does not exist. Once completed a text message will be sent to the user’s mobile 

phone.  

Parking Lot Unavailable – Provides the ability to change the yard parking lot when the assigned parking 

location provided on the buck slip is full or unavailable.  

FAQ – Provides a list of frequently asked questions and answers relating to FastPass driver registration, storage 

payments, terminal rules and regulations 

Password reset - The Password reset function is for FastPass registered drivers who have an existing account at 

CP. Once the Password reset has been completed a text will be sent to you cell phone to complete the 

password reset. 

Note: At any time the Virtual Assistant can be restarted by entering “Help” in the input field or refreshing the web page. 

If FastPass or Portage Virtual Assistant has been idle for more than 20 

minutes the driver must log out and log back into the application to 

reconnect. If the driver is not logged in and FastPass or Portage Virtual 

assistant is idle for more than 20 minutes the Virtual assistant will advise to 

refresh the FastPass Page.   

https://www.cpr.ca/en/customer-resources/shipping-guides/intermodal-shipping-guide
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Buck Slip 

 
 

Buck Slip will provide drivers the ability to re-print hazmat buck slips or re-email buck slips current and historical to their email accounts. 

There are three different types of buck slip options available: 

1. Hazmat re-prints of buck slips for up to 2 hours after out gate.  

2. Historical re-email of Buck Slips for up to 2 days displaying a maximum of 10 buck slips. 

3. Active in gate re-email of buck slips for last 4 hours. 

 

 

 

1. Reprint recent dangerous buck  

2. Email Historical buck slips 

3. Email active in gate container drop of or pick up location 

 

 

When one of the buck slip options is selected, the Virtual Assistant will advise the driver a brief 

description of the selected buck slip function. 

Driver will be able to continue or cancel if the selected option is not the desired assistance 

required. 

When Continue is selected, three options for buck slip will be presented. 

By selecting “Cancel” driver will be asked to rate the application and once a thumbs up or 

thumbs down  is selected the Virtual Assistant will return to the home page 

 

Reprint recent dangerous buck slips – Provides the ability to reprint the dangerous buck slip created within the last 2 hours of the 

terminal out gate. The buck slip can be retrieved at the problem area printer.  

 

 

 

Select continue to proceed or select cancel to be returned to the home page. 

 

 

 

 

By selecting “Cancel” driver will be asked to rate the application and once a thumbs up or 

thumbs down  is selected the Virtual Assistant will return to the home page. 

 

 

Drivers will be asked to indicate which problem area is closest to them for hazmat buck slip re-print 

Driver can select from the following list or none of the above. 

By selecting none of the above, the virtual assistant will advise the driver to ensure they are in the 

terminal and close to the problem area for the print out before continuing. The virtual assistant will also 

ask if there is any further assistance required.  

 

 

Once the list of hazardous buck slips is displayed select the desired re-print. 

If the buck slip is not displayed select Interchange not found. The virtual assistant will advise there 

are no hazardous buck slips generated. 

Once the hazardous buck slip container ID is selected. 
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The virtual assistant will ask to confirm your selection. 

By selecting “Correct Interchange” the drivers can continue to process the hazardous buck 

slip re-print process 

By selecting Re-enter Interchange the Virtual Assistant will redisplay the interchanges 

available for re-print and the driver can re-select the correct interchange buck slip. 

 

 

 

 

Once the virtual assistant has completed the re-print of the hazardous buck slip. Driver will be 

asked to rate the application and once a thumbs up or thumbs down  is selected the 

Virtual Assistant will return to the home page. 

 

If there are no hazardous buck slips generated in the last 2 hours the virtual assistant will 

advise of this and offer options to use the FastPass app to search for buck slips 

The assistant will also ask if there is any further help is required.  

Driver will be asked to rate the application and once a thumbs up or thumbs down  is 

selected the Virtual Assistant will return to the home page. 

 

When buck slip is selected, the assistant will advise the driver a brief description of the buck slip function. 

Driver will be able to continue or cancel if this is not the desired assistance required. 

 

By selecting cancel the drivers will be asked if there is anything else the assistant can help with today. 

Driver will be asked to rate the application and once a thumbs up or thumbs down  is selected the Virtual Assistant will return to the home 

page. 

 

Press on the Thumbs up or Thumbs down to log your rating. 

 

 

Drivers are only permitted 3 re-prints of the hazardous buck slip.  

Note: if maximum re-prints for the hazmat documents is reached the driver can use 

Historical Buck Slips in the Virtual Assistant to have a copy of the buck slip email sent. 

Or the driver can search the buck slip in FastPass in the buck slip tile.  

 

 

 

The Virtual Assistant will ask the driver to submit a rating for their 

experience. Once a Thumbs up or Thumbs  down  is selected the 

Virtual Assistant will return to the home page.  
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Email Historical Buck Slip – Provides the ability to re-send the buck slip email. Available buck slips within the 

previous day displaying a maximum of 10 buck slips 
 

 

Select continue to process your request or select cancel to be returned to the home page. 

 

By selecting Cancel the virtual assistant will ask if there is anything else I can help you with 

today? Driver can select Yes or no. 

 

 

 

The virtual assistant will display historical buck slips for 2 days, displaying a 

maximum of 10 buck slips. 

Drivers can select the buck slip they wish to re-email to themselves. Or select 

interchange not found  

 

The virtual assistant will ask to confirm the driver’s selection. 

If correct then select Correct Interchange 

If not correct then select re-enter interchange to make a different selection. 

 

The virtual assistant will advise that the buck slip selected was re-emailed to 

the driver. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If the driver selects Interchange not found the virtual assistant will advise?  
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Email Active In gate container drop-off/pick up location – Provides the ability to email the buck slip after the in 

gate if needed. These buck slips are only active in gate buck slips. 
 

Select continue to process your request or select cancel to be returned to the home page. 

 

By selecting Cancel the virtual assistant will ask if there is anything else I can help you with 

today? Driver can select Yes or no. 

 

 

The virtual assistant will display current active buck slips in gated in the 

last 4 hours. 

Drivers can select the buck slip they wish to re-email to themselves. Or 

select interchange not found  

 

 

 

The virtual assistant will advise that the buck slip selected was re-emailed 

to the driver. 
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Cancel Interchange 

 

 

 

Select continue to process your request or select cancel to be returned to the home page. 

 

 

 

 

The virtual assistant will display current active interchanges.  

Drivers can select the active interchange they wish to cancel. Or select 

interchange not found  

 

 

Drivers must select a reason for cancelling the interchange. 

Please pick the reason code closest to the reason for cancelling the interchange. 

There is also “Other” refusal reason which is a freeform field where drivers can 

enter in a reason which is more specific and is not described by the five main 

refusal reasons. 

By selecting the virtual assistant will advise CP the 

container was not at the specified location. 

 

 

The virtual assistant will ask to confirm the driver’s selection. 

If correct then select Correct and Continue 

If not correct then select Incorrect and re-enter to make a different 

selection. 
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Once the interchange has been cancelled by the virtual assistant the driver 

will receive a message stating the interchange ID date and time this 

occurred and the terminal to which the interchange was cancelled. 

Once a rating  is selected the virtual assistant will return to the 

Portage home page.  

 

 

 

 

 

If the drivers interchange is not displayed in the pick list. Select 

“My interchange is not listed”. 

The virtual assistant will display a phone number the driver can 

call to reach a CP Representative. 

 

 

Driver can then rate the application by selecting thumbs up or 

thumbs down . Once a selection is made the virtual 

assistant will display the home page with all options for 

assistance. 
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No Billing 

  

Submit BOL 

This feature provides the ability for the driver to submit rail billing if the 

billing is not in place.  

Driver can check for billing using  

FastPass Equipment look up.  

This feature will send a text to the driver’s phone 

number which is associated to their driver profile in 

FastPass. 

Press “Continue” to use this function 

 

If “Cancel” is selected the Virtual Assistant will ask the driver to submit a 

rating  for their experience. Then return to the Portage Virtual 

Assistant home page. 

 

The Virtual Assistant will ask the driver to enter in the container ID which is 

needs billing. Valid container ID must be entered. 

 

If an invalid container ID is entered the Virtual Assistant will ask to re-

enter the container ID again. 

 

 

The driver will have a maximum of three attempts to enter the correct 

container ID. Once the maximum attempts have been reached the Virtual 

Assistant will ask the driver to contact a CP representative for assistance. 

To continue rate your experience selecting thumbs up or thumbs down . 

 

Once the valid container ID has been entered the Virtual Assistant will ask 

to confirm the container ID. 

 

 

If container ID is correct, select “Correct and Continue” 
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If the container ID was entered incorrectly, select  

“Incorrect and Re-enter” 

 

If “Cancel” is selected the Virtual Assistant will ask the driver to rate their 

experience  and return to the home page. 

If the container does not have any billing. The Virtual Assistant will advise the container 

entered has no billing.  

The billing process may take about 15 minutes to complete. 

The Virtual Assistant will notify the driver via text message when billing is ready. 

 

Select the link to upload a copy of the BOL to a CP representative. 

 

 

 

 

Billed Not In yard 
 

Billed not in yard 

If the Virtual Assistant is advising the unit is already billed but not in yard 

after the container number was entered. The BOL is not required as the unit 

is already billed. The driver can proceed to the in gate. 

 

 

Billed In Yard 
Billed in yard 

If the Virtual Assistant advises that the unit is billed and already in the 

terminal after the container number was entered. Please verify the 

container number that was entered as the container is reporting billed in 

the terminal. 
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Parking Lot Unavailable 
 

 

This function will provide the ability for the driver to change the assigned parking 

location if the assigned location is full or unavailable in the terminal. 

Select continue to process your request or select cancel to be returned to the home 

page. 

 

By selecting Cancel the virtual assistant will ask if there is anything else I can help you 

with today? Driver can select Yes or no. 

 

If cancel is selected the virtual assistant will display a message stating to 

continue further, please rate your experience by clicking thumbs up or 

thumbs down . 

 

When Continue is selected, active interchanges will be displayed. The 

driver can select an active interchange they wish to change the parking 

lot location if they cannot park the container in the assigned location on 

their buck slip. 

If the driver selects “Cancel” the Virtual Assistant will exit and return to 

the home page. 

 

 

If “My Interchange is not listed” is selected. Then the virtual assistant will 

advise the driver to call a representative at CP for further assistance if 

necessary. 

 

 

 

To continue the driver will rate their experience by clicking thumbs up or 

thumbs down  to continue. 
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Once an interchange is selected, the virtual assistant will advise if the 

correct unit number was selected to verify the correct unit was chosen. 

Driver can select “Correct and continue” if the correct interchange was 

selected. 

Driver can also select incorrect and re-enter, this will ask to virtual 

assistant to re-display all active interchanges. 

Driver can also select cancel to return to the home page in the virtual 

assistant. 

 

The virtual assistant will then ask for the driver to enter in the 

new parking lot location. The locations must be parking lots. 

Grounded and Track locations will not be accepted. Driver must 

take the container to these locations when they are assigned. 

 

 

The Virtual Assistant will then ask to confirm the parking location 

entered is correct. 

 

 

 

 

 

If the parking location is incorrect the driver can then select “Incorrect and re-

enter”. 

The Virtual Assistant will then ask the driver to re-enter the parking location 

they wish to update. 
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Driver can also cancel the process and return to the home page of the Virtual 

Assistant. 

 

If “Cancel” is selected then the Virtual Assistant will ask the driver to rate their 

experience  to continue back to the home page for further assistance. 

 

 

 

 

If a valid parking location is entered and the location has area’s associated with the 

parking location. The driver must select the area within the main lot. 

 

In this case (image to the left) the driver selected parking lot 3PK 

This lot has multiple sub areas associated to it. To complete the update the driver must 

select an area. 

 

 

 

Once area has been selected the virtual assistant will ask the driver to 

confirm the correct area that has been selected. 

Driver can also select “Incorrect and Re-enter” to change their selection 

Driver can cancel and exit the virtual assistant at this point. 

 

Once “Correct and Continue” is selected the Virtual Assistant will then process 

the request. 

However, if the Virtual assistant asks to “continue” with the update. Driver must 

Select Yes to complete the process. 

Once the Virtual assistant has processed the update of the parking location. Driver will have 

to rate their experience  before continuing with the Virtual Assistant.  
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The Virtual Assistant will then display the home page for further assistance or the driver 

can minimize the Virtual Assistant to continue with the FastPass Mobile Application.  

 

 

 

 

If an incorrect parking lot is entered, the Virtual Assistant will ask to confirm the 

parking lot.  

 

If the parking lot is incorrect, the Virtual Assistant will then advise “Entered lot 

name is invalid. Please re-enter the Lot Name where you are dropping off the 

container. 
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FAQ - Frequently Asked Questions 

 

FAQ gives the driver the ability to view frequently asked questions  

Driver can select “Continue” to proceed with the frequently asked 

questions or select “Cancel” to return to the Virtual Assistant home page. 

 

 

 

This function provides the driver with answers to frequently asked 

questions. 

 

Drivers can select from the pre-determined list 

The list ranges in different areas from registration questions to terminal 

location and hours of operations. 

 

When selecting an FAQ the Virtual 

assistant will provide relevant 

information and if available a link to 

where more information can be found 

for this question. 

Once displayed the Virtual Assistant will ask “Is there anything else I can help you with 

today?” the driver can select Yes or No.  

Selecting “Yes” will prompt the Virtual Assistant to display all FAQ’s again.  

By selecting “No” will ask to rate your experience by clicking thumbs up or thumbs down  to continue. 
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Password Reset 

 

 

The Password reset functionality provides the driver with the 

ability to reset their password using the Virtual Assistant. 

Other options to reset password is to use the 

“Forgot password?” On the FastPass 

application launch page. 

 

Note: The Password reset in the Portage Virtual Assistant can 

only be used if the driver is not signed in. If the driver attempts 

to reset the password while signed in the Virtual Assistant will 

display a message stating “The Password Reset function is only 

available on the “User Login Page. Please sign out and then 

activate the BOT. 

 

To exit the Virtual Assistant please rate your experience . 

 

 

To continue, the Virtual Assistant will ask for the driver to 

enter in either the FastPass user ID or email address 

associated to the drivers FastPass account. 

 

 

 

Once the driver ID or email address is entered the Virtual Assistant 

will ask the driver to confirm the driver ID or email address. 

Select “Correct and Continue” to proceed with the password reset 

process. 

 

 

If “Incorrect and Re-enter” is selected the Virtual Assistant will 

again ask to enter the driver ID or Email address. 
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If “Cancel” is selected then the Virtual Assistant will request the 

driver rate the experience  with the application. 

 

 

Once the drivers FastPass ID or email address is entered. The Virtual 

Assistant will request the drivers last three characters of their 

license number. 

 

 

 

Once the last three characters of the drivers are submitted the 

Virtual Assistant will ask the driver to confirm the entry. 

 

 

 

If “Correct and Continue” is selected the Virtual Assistant will 

ask for the driver to enter in the last three characters of their 

driver’s license number. 

 

If “Cancel” is selected then the Virtual Assistant will ask the 

driver to rate their experience  with the Portage Virtual 

Assistant. 

 

 

Once “Correct and Continue” is selected. 

The Virtual Assistant will ask the driver to verify the last four 

digits of their phone number. 

If this number displayed is correct select “YES”. If the number 

is incorrect then select “NO” 
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If “No” is selected, the driver will be asked to call a CP 

representative.  

On a cell phone press the number to call. 

Once completed select Thumbs Up or Thumbs Down  

to rate your experience with the Portage Virtual Assistant. 

 

When “Yes” is selected verifying the phone number last four digits is 

correct.  

The Virtual Assistant advises a text message has been sent to the 

phone number on file. 

 

 

 

Once the driver submits a rating  the Virtual Assistant will return to 

the Portage Virtual Assistant home page. 

 

 

 

The driver will receive a text message from the Virtual Assistant  

Once the text message is opened. The text will display a link to the password reset tool in 

FastPass. As well where the text came from. The date and time the message was sent by the 

Virtual Assistant. 

 

 

 

Once the link in the text message is selected. The FastPass password reset tool will be 

displayed.  

The driver will enter in the new password and verify the new password. Then select continue. 

Note: Your password must be at least 8 characters in length without any special characters (i.e. $ _ #+) It must contain at least 1 

number, 1 uppercase letter and 1 lowercase letter. 
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Ensure the new password entered meets the password criteria mentioned in the note: Above 

Ensure the Password and Verify Password fields are identical. User the  unhide password 

button is selected  to view what has been entered. 

 

Select Continue. 

 

 

 

Drivers will have five attempts to update their password.  

If all attempts to update the password are consumed. A message will display advising the 

driver to speak to a representative and display the phone number to call. 

 

 

 

 

 

If a successful password reset is completed. The driver will be automatically signed into the 

FastPass application. 

Drivers at this point will be able to verify their FastPass profile.  

Select complete. 

The Portage Virtual Assistant will not be available. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


